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ABSTRACT

We introduce a model for extractive meeting summarization based
on the hypothesis that utterances convey bits of information, orcon-
cepts. Using keyphrases as concepts weighted by frequency, and an
integer linear program to determine the best set of utterances, that
is, covering as many concepts as possible while satisfying a length
constraint, we achieve ROUGE scores at least as good as a ROUGE-
based oracle derived from human summaries. This brings us to a
critical discussion of ROUGE and the future of extractive meeting
summarization.

Index Terms— meeting summarization, integer linear program-
ming, summarization evaluation

1. INTRODUCTION

Meeting summarization attempts to distill the most important infor-
mation from a recorded meeting into a short textual passage for the
benefit of both participants and non-participants. Most systems per-
form some selection of relevant segments, which has proven suc-
cessful in document summarization, and is considerably easier than
abstractive language generation.

Extractive summarization is typically expressed as a combina-
tion of two simultaneous goals: maximizing the information cov-
ered and minimizing redundancy. Previous approaches tend to rank
utterances by relevance, selecting as many as possible within the
length constraint. Redundancy is addressed by pruning out utter-
ances too similar to those already selected.Maximal marginal rele-
vance(MMR) [1, 2, 3] is a good example of a greedy approach of
this kind. Other work, such as [4, 5], does not consider redundancy
and only addresses the problem of selecting relevant utterances.

One main problem with MMR is non-optimality. During the
greedy search, the selection of the next utterance depends strongly
on those chosen so far, and the more utterances available, the more
sub-optimal the greedy approximation is likely to be. [6] studies the
prospect of replacing this greedy search with an optimal formulation.
Given some general definition of relevance and redundancy, the basic
MMR framework can be expressed as a quadratic knapsack packing
problem. An integer linear program(ILP) solver can be used to
maximize the resulting objective function, which searches efficiently
over the large space of possible summaries for an optimal solution.

Here, we consider a technique for utterance selection that is
based on the hypothesis that utterances contain independent units
of information, orconcepts. These are defined so that the quality
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of a summary, at least in terms of its content, can be measured by
the total value of unique concepts it contains. Redundancy is lim-
ited implicitly by the length constraint. Most prior work, including
[6], uses utterance-level relevance and an explicit redundancy model.
More specifically, we show how to implement the proposed model
using an ILP and how to use keyphrases (KP) as concepts in this
framework. Experiments on the AMI meeting corpus show that the
new model significantly outperforms MMR. Moreover, the ILP for-
mulation can be intuitively extended to account for meeting-specific
constraints.

2. CONCEPT-BASED SUMMARIZATION

Summarization models commonly assign value to a summary as the
sum of the values of utterances it contains. Such an approach as-
sumes that utterances are independent in terms of informativeness,
but in reality, utterances often share information in the form of pro-
noun coreference, repetitions, and re-statements, for example. The
idea of assigning a score to a summary as the sum of independent
pieces is not bad in itself, but using utterances as an atomic unit is
problematic. The model we present here definesconceptsas min-
imal independent pieces of information. Summing the values of a
unique concept set gives a global summary score. Utterances can
refer to multiple concepts and concepts can be referred to by mul-
tiple utterances. To fully specify this model, we need only define
a function that maps the input to valued concepts. For the sake of
generality, we withhold this specification until the next section. Ac-
cording to our model, we seek a summary that maximizes a global
objective function:

maximize
X

i

wici (1)

wherewi is the weight of concepti andci is a binary variable in-
dicating the presence of that concept in the summary. The score of
a summary is the weighted sum of the concepts it contains. This
function gives a selection over concepts while we are interested in a
selection over utterances. Thus, we introduceuj , a binary variable
representing the selection of utterancej for the summary. Next, we
add a length constraint:

subject to
X

j

ljuj < L (2)

wherelj is the length of utterancej andL is the desired summary
length. Now we need to tie utterances and concepts together to main-
tain consistency. A concept can be selected only if it is referred to
in at least one selected utterance and an utterance can be selected



only if all concepts it refers to are selected. Formally, this can be
represented as two types of constraints:X

j

ujoij ≥ ci ∀i (3)

ujoij ≤ ci ∀i, j (4)

where oij represents the occurrence of concepti in utterancej.
While this can lead toO(n2) constraints, in practice,oij = 0 for
most of the concept-utterance pairs, keeping the number of effective
constraints quite low. Lastly, we formalize the variables introduced
above,ci anduj :

ci = 0 or 1,∀i uj = 0 or 1,∀j (5)

This formulation is aninteger linear program, a single maxi-
mization term subject to a number of linear constraints on integer-
valued variables. While the ILP problem is NP-complete, consid-
erable optimization research has produced software for solving in-
stances efficiently1.

Note that there is no explicit redundancy term in this formula-
tion. Instead, redundancy is limited implicitly by the fact that con-
cept values are only counted once, combined with a length constraint
that prefers utterances with high concept density. Moreover, the
solver usually finds an exact solution to the problem very quickly,
depending on the choice of concepts.

3. KEYPHRASE EXTRACTION

Concepts should represent pieces of information, such as a decisions
made in a meeting or the opinion of a participant on a given topic.
However, such abstract concepts are difficult to extract automati-
cally, so we experiment with a much simpler set of concepts: content
words. The ILP formulation above can find the summary that max-
imizes value, given some function mapping words to weights. We
have shown in previous work [3] that simple n-grams often over-
lap with discourse markers (“sort of”, “you know”) which can add
noise to the process. Thus we have proposed a keyphrase extraction
algorithm that is quite successful at detecting word sequences rep-
resentative of content. The algorithm and improvements compared
to [3] are detailed below.

1. Extraction: All content word n-gramsgi for n = 1, 2, 3

2. Noise reduction: Remove n-grams appearing only once or as
often as enclosing ones, e.g. remove “manager” if frequency
matches “dialogue manager”.

3. Bigram and trigram re-weighting:wi = frequency(gi) · n,
wherewi is the final weight andn is the n-gram length.

Though rather simple, this algorithm does not require additional an-
notation and training data to find n-grams of variable length and
turned out to be fairly robust in the presence of spontaneous speech
phenomena. In previous work, the content words were limited to
adjectives and nouns included in the WordNet database [7] minus
a list of 501 stopwords. This idea, though a reasonable attempt to
exclude irrelevant words that often appear in the meeting domain
and focus on topic-related noun phrases, lacks word sense disam-
biguation (e.g. “change” can be used as a noun or a verb). Instead,
we use a part of speech (PoS) tagger based on a Hidden Markov
Model, trained on broadcast news [8, 9] and modify the keyphrase
algorithm given above to allow only words tagged as numbers (CD),

1We use the open source solver from http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/

foreign words (FW), adjectives (JJ, JJR, JJS) and nouns (NN, NNS,
NNP, NNPS). As shown in Figure 1, the tagger works fairly well on
spontaneous meeting speech, resulting in disambiguated keyphrases.

using WordNet:
Especially the important buttons, if you want to switchchannel,
changeyour volume, useteletext, it— it has to workat once.

using PoS tags:
Especially/RB the/DT important/JJ buttons/NNSif/IN you/PRP
want/VBP to/TO switch/VB channel/NN, change/VB your/PRP
volume/NN, use/VBD teletext/RB it/PRP— it/PRP has/VBZ
to/TO work/VB at/IN once/RB.

Fig. 1. Example fromTS3007bshowing the benefit of using a PoS
tagger in contrast to WordNet (extracted keyphrases underlined).
Note that “teletext” is mis-tagged as RB (adverb).

As a side effect of our modeling choice, we can easily modify
the concept weighting algorithm to produce maximum ROUGE “or-
acle” summaries. ROUGE [10] approximates summary quality by
measuring n-gram overlap with a set of reference summaries2. Or-
acle summarization simply involves replacing the input frequency
heuristic with n-gram concepts weighted by the number of human-
generated reference summaries in which they appear. This method
is proposed in [11] for defining ROUGE performance boundaries,
though a non-optimal search technique was used, which we replace
with the ILP formulation.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND EVALUATION

For our experiments, we use the AMI corpus test set [12] consisting
of 20 meetings in these series:ES2004, ES2014, IS1009, TS3003
andTS3007. In each meeting, four participants play different roles
in a fictional company and talk about the design and realization of a
new kind of remote control. Although the topic was predetermined,
the speech and actions are considered to be spontaneous and natural
as the actors were not given any special instructions. All meetings
were transcribed and annotated with an abstractive summary of an
average of about 290 words (roughly 6% of the words) covering the
general intent of the meeting, issues discussed, actions to be taken,
and decisions made.

We show results for the keyphrase systems and the oracle, along
with a baseline (selecting the longest utterances until the length
constraint is satisfied) and MMR [13] based systems. To confirm
the gains from using keyphrases instead of a document centroid for
MMR for this corpus, we conduct experiments using cosine and
keyphrase similarity measures as detailed in [3].

Preliminary experiments suggested using the top 50 keyphrases
for MMR and all keyphrases for the ILP-based system. This dif-
ference further indicates the disadvantages of MMR, which requires
more fine-tuning–there is also anα parameter that balances query
relevance with redundancy, and must be tuned manually. We used
theα that gave the best test set performance to make the comparison
with the ILP system as competitive as possible.

To analyze the performance of the ILP system, we study 3 vari-
ations allowing different amounts of redundancy:

1. As described above, award points for including a keyphrase
only on its first occurrence (system “ILP/unique”).

2ROUGE-1: unigrams, ROUGE-2: bigrams



2. As important keyphrases are common, award points for in-
cluding a keyphrase once for every speaker (system “ILP/each-
spkr”).

3. As a keyphrase might be persistent over the whole meeting,
award points for every inclusion, thus ignoring the most im-
portant constraint on redundancy (system “ILP/all”).

Using the systems described above, we generate extracts with
lengths limited to 6% of the number of words in the original meet-
ing (around 290 words per summary, as in the human abstracts). To
evaluate performance, we use the ROUGE toolkit [10] which corre-
lates well with human rankings of summary quality [14]. We show
ROUGE-1 scores (unigram overlap) since spontaneous speech tends
to overlap with abstracts much more consistently in unigrams than
in bigrams. We use the toolkit’s built-in option to ignore stopwords
to reduce the impact of non-content overlap.

ROUGE-1 R P F
baseline 0.12 0.22 0.15
MMR/centroid 0.18 0.27 0.21
max. ROUGE 0.27 0.33 0.29

Table 1. ROUGE-1 scores (Recall, Precision, F-measure) for the
baseline, centroid based MMR, and the maximum ROUGE oracle.

Table 1 shows the results for the baseline, the best centroid-
based MMR system, and the maximum ROUGE oracle. While the
centroid-based MMR clearly outperforms the baseline, it still is
far from reaching the oracle results. Table 2 shows the ROUGE-1
scores achieved by the systems using both old and new keyphrase
algorithms. As was the case for ICSI meeting data, MMR us-
ing keyphrases significantly outperforms the document centroid in
terms of ROUGE. To help understand the performance gap, we
note that the optimal relevance parameter for the centroid system is
aroundα = 0.9, compared withα = 0.5 for the keyphrase systems.
This suggests that the keyphrase query is focused enough to allow an
even mixture of relevance and non-redundancy, whereas the centroid
is too general to capture relevance.

WordNet PoS tags
ROUGE-1 R P F R P F
MMR/cosine 0.21 0.32 0.25 0.23 0.33 0.26
MMR/kp-sim 0.21 0.30 0.24 0.22 0.32 0.25
ILP/unique 0.25 0.32 0.28 0.27 0.33 0.29
ILP/each-spkr 0.26 0.33 0.28 0.26 0.33 0.29
ILP/all 0.22 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.28 0.24

Table 2. ROUGE-1 scores for MMR and ILP summarizers using
keyphrases based on WordNet and PoS tags.

The new ILP-based systems increase performance dramatically,
so long as some notion of concept redundancy is maintained. This
result neatly demonstrates the effectiveness of the implicit redun-
dancy constraints built into the ILP. Without it, the resulting sum-
maries repeat a few common keyphrases, providing poor coverage
of the meeting, and low ROUGE scores.

The right hand side of Table 2 shows results using the revised
keyphrase extraction based on PoS tags. The differences are not
significant, but the new keyphrase algorithm is more intuitively sat-
isfying and works at least as well as the WordNet version. Lastly

and most remarkably, theILP/uniquesystem achieves ROUGE re-
sults indistinguishable from the maximum ROUGE oracle in recall,
precision and F-measure.

Figure 2 shows examples for a human abstract and the generated
ILP and oracle summaries. Note that due to stemming in ROUGE
and sentences selected by the oracle might not show direct word
overlap with the reference.

One important observation regarding these examples is that the
extracts tend to have a much lower information density relative the
human abstracts. This is because the meetings contain spontaneous
speech which is unlikely to convey any information succinctly. In-
creasing the length constraint in order to improve coverage would
be counterproductive as it also increases the time needed to read the
summary. Deeper information analysis, fusion and reformulation are
needed in order to achieve such density. For instance, a study of the
structure of the argumentation between speakers could be used to
isolate and emphasize important issues. Or, an analysis of dialogue
types could distinguish action items in meetings. Such tasks are of
course quite difficult even with pure text, and probably more chal-
lenging in the meeting domain.

5. WHAT’S NEXT FOR MEETING SUMMARIZATION?

Perhaps the most notable result presented in this work is that the pro-
posed KP/ILP system actually achieves ROUGE-1 scores that match
the oracle (though selected sentences are different). While this is a
nice result, indicating the success of our model and the keyphrase al-
gorithm, meeting summarization is far from perfect. As the example
summaries in Figure 2 show, either the use of ROUGE as a perfor-
mance measure or the use of extraction for summarization needs to
be rethought. While the automatic and oracle summaries seem to
refer to important information from the meeting, they both lack the
structure, coherence, and abstraction of the summaries written by
human subjects.

We submitted a similar ILP-based system [15] for multi-
document text summarization to the Text Analysis Conference
(TAC) evaluation. Though the TAC “update” task is different from
meeting summarization, our system obtained the highest ROUGE-2
scores of all participanting systems. Manually evaluated Pyramid
content scores were among the top ten, though linguistic quality
scores were somewhat lower. These results are promising, sug-
gesting that our model is useful for many types of summarization
tasks.

Finally, we advocate for our particular version of the global op-
timization approach to summarization because it allows for a lot of
flexibility. For instance, it was very easy in our experiments to in-
troduce speaker-specific scoring. By pushing search complexity to
the ILP solver, we lower the barrier for researchers new to the field
and provide a high performance baseline easy to implement. Nev-
ertheless, approximate solutions to the ILP might be necessary in
time-constrained scenarios such as interactive summarization.

6. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a concept-based approach to summarization
to overcome the drawbacks of the widely used MMR approach.
Whereas MMR iteratively extracts utterances using a greedy search
based on query similarity and non-redundancy, our ILP formulation
finds the optimal set of utterances covering the most informative
concepts. Redundancy is limited implicitly. When these concepts
are n-grams weighted by their frequency in the human reference



TheProject Manager gave an introduction to the goal of theproject to create a trendy yet user friendlyremote. She presented a long range
agenda for the wholeproject. The group introduced themselves to each other and practiced with the meeting room tools by drawing on the
board. TheProject Manager presented theproject budget the projectedprice point and the projected profit aim for theproject. Then the
group began a discussion about their own experiences withremote controls to generate initialdesign ideas for making theproduct user
friendly. They discussed grouping features into amenu and adding anLCD display. They also discussed the look of various materials that
may be used in thedesign in keeping with the company’s goal to create fashionable electronics. The group will prepare for the functional
designmeeting to discuss the components and functions of theproduct. There may not be enough money in the budget to allow the addition
of all the features the group discussed such as theLCD display.

And this is our first meeting, surprisingly enough. Something that’s peo-
ple haven’t thought of. Okay, I’ll leave space for everyone else. It can
be your best friend. It’s meant to be an eagle. Finance-wise, we’ve
got a selling price at twenty five Euros.Yeah about seventeen, seven-
teen Pounds, something like that. Production costs at twelve fifty, so.
You’ve got market range international.So you’ve got a little LCD dis-
play. What about the older generation?’Cause I mean, menus on sort
of new phones now they’ve sort of got all these pictures and stuff which
makes it fairly obvious what you’re trying to do. Teletext has got that
option as well. It displays less on the screen.The other thing is, just
chucking into mobile phone design features again, it could have a flip
top remote control. That was my main point.And the Telewest remote
controls are silver plastic.

Then we’ll go do tool training. Talk about the project plan. Ap-
pealing to a wide market. How we’re actually gonna put it into
practice and make it work. And draw our favorite animal on the
white board. Okay some sort of bird.Yeah about seventeen sev-
enteen Pounds, something like that. Production costs at twelve
fifty so. And profit aim is fifty million Euros. And symbols that
you don’t necessarily understand.So you’ve got a little LCD dis-
play. What about the older generation.Or what about kind of
a dual function.The other thing is just chucking into mobile
phone design features again, it could have a flip top remote
control. Something that’s easily moulded and produced. We’ve
got half an hour before the next meeting.And the Telewest re-
mote controls are silver plastic.

Fig. 2. Example summaries forES2004a: Human reference (top, automatically extracted KP in bold face), KP/ILP (left) and ROUGE-1
oracle (right). The latter two share 6 out of 17 sentences (bold face).

summaries, the resulting extracts correspond to a ROUGE oracle.
When concepts and weights are selected using our keyphrase heuris-
tic, the resulting summaries significantly outperform previous MMR
summaries as measured by ROUGE. Furthermore, the ILP/KP ap-
proach is independent of a manual query and relevance parameter
as required for MMR, and using keyphrases as concepts allows in-
tuitive user interaction (as demonstrated in [3]). Still, the resulting
summaries are far from perfect, we call for new ways of evaluating
summarization and new approaches to supplement extraction.

As for future work, three main issues need to be addressed. First,
possible improvements for the ILP system include a more sophisti-
cated notion of concepts, selection of partial or compressed utter-
ances, and improvements in readability through constraints on or-
der. Second, the actual performance of the ILP summaries needs
to be validated by human evaluators, and third, the reliability of
ROUGE for measuring the quality of extractive meetings needs to
be re-assessed.
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